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Good morning, MP [Enter your Member of Parliament’s name here],

I am writing on an urgent issue that is important to me.

Poland’s government has come under international scrutiny and condemnation for threatening and violating the human rights of
women, LGBTQIA2S+ individuals and minoritised ethnic persons in that country.

In 2019, the UN identified the increase in racist and xenophobic “hate crimes and the use of hate speech and incitement to hatred
within the political framework in Poland.”1

In 2020, the Council of Europe’s Commissioner for Human Rights, in a memorandum on the stigmatization of LGBTQIA2S+ persons in
Poland, identified:

● “Anti-LGBT declarations” and “Family Charters” in ninety-four local government entities;
● Stigmatization by government officials;
● Government funded homophobia;
● Anti-LGTBQIA2S+ litigation and prosecution.2

In January 2021, Poland’s government put a near-total abortion ban into effect, after the country’s controversial constitutional court,
viewed by critics as politically subordinated to the ruling Law and Justice party, struck down terminations for severe foetal impairment,
which had comprised 98% of legal abortions in Poland.3

On March 30 2021, Bill 915 went to a vote in the lower house of the Polish parliament where it was approved by 250 out of 448
Members of Parliament.4 Bill 915 is part of the initiative “Tak Dla Rodziny, Nie Dla Gender,” which translates to “Yes to Family, No to
Gender.” Bill 915 was introduced to replace the Istanbul Convention, also known as the Council of Europe Convention Preventing and
Combating Violence against Women, which Poland ratified in 2015.5 It has been drafted by Ordo Iuris Institute, an “extermist religious
organization”6 and “anti-human rights lobbying” group “that opposes abortion in all cases, same-sex marriage and civil partnerships,
and sexual education.”7

On March 31 2021, the European Commission referred Poland to the European Court of Justice for ongoing violations of Rule of Law,
and erosion of judiciary independence, requesting that interim measures be taken to safeguard the courts.8

The abortion ban and proposed ‘Family Charter’ legislation are draconian assaults on women’s and LGBTQIA2S+ persons’ health and
safety and a violation of their sexual and reproductive rights. It will lead to further violations of rights protected under international
human rights law, including the rights to the highest attainable standards of health, as well as to freedom from torture, punishment and
inhuman or degrading treatment.

Mass protests have erupted in Poland against the abortion ban and ongoing threats against LGBTQIA2S+ people, calling for
democracy, inclusive governance, equality, diversity and respect for human rights.

Over 450,000 people were estimated to take part in the Strajk Kobiet ‘Women’s Strike’ demonstrations on the first day alone, and
protests have continued daily since the Constitutional Tribunal’s ruling in October.

Police have arrested and used excessive force against peaceful protesters, including teenage girls, older adults,  journalists and even a
Member of Parliament. The methods have included physical force (leading to broken bones), using tear gas, pepper spray, metal
batons, unlawful detainment, unconstitutional arrests and public shaming of opposition voices.

One of the leaders of the Strajk Kobiet movement has been arrested and faces 8 years in jail for allegedly “insulting a police officer and
causing an epidemiological threat for organizing protests during the coronavirus pandemic.”9

All this is taking place during a deadly pandemic.

Canada has been a consistently strong voice for the protection and the advancement of human rights.
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The central elements of  Canada’s Feminist International Assistance Policy (FIAP) are “gender equality” and the “empowerment of
women”. “Human dignity” and “inclusive governance” are also strategic areas. The policy promotes “fundamental human rights,
regardless of sex, race, ethnicity, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, language, sexual orientation, gender identity, age, ability or
any other aspect of identity.”10

In 2017, when Canada announced the FIAP, the Minister of Foreign Affairs at the time said, “Women’s rights are human rights. This
includes sexual and reproductive rights—and the right to access safe and legal abortions. These rights are at the core of our foreign
policy.”10

Earlier this year, 751 Canadians signed a petition to the House of Commons, asking the Government of Canada to urgently:

1. Condemn stigmatization, violence and prosecution against women, ethnic minorities, and LGBTQIA2S+ persons in Poland;
2. Raise the matter of human rights in Poland at the ministerial level;
3. Call on Poland’s government to uphold its obligations under international human rights law and conventions;
4. Engage bilaterally and multilaterally, including through the Equal Rights Coalition, to protect human rights in Poland; and,
5. Support civil-society groups defending human rights in Poland, including through Canada’s Feminist International Assistance

Policy.11

Over 2000 persons from across Canada have already signed the Change.org petition to address the human rights violations against
Women and LGBTQIA2S+ persons in Poland.12

I  ask that you, as my Member of Parliament, to formally raise the issue of, and advocate for, the human rights of women, LGBTQIA2S+
individuals, and minoritised ethnic persons in Poland with the Government of Canada calling for urgent action to further support,
advance, and protect human rights in Poland.

Please also consider other ways that you can help, including:

1) Making a statement in the House of Commons in support of the human rights of women, LGBTQIA2S+ individuals and
minoritised ethnic persons in Poland;

2) Issuing a statement on social media in support of the human rights of women, LGBTQIA2S+ individuals and minoritised ethnic
persons in Poland;

3) Raising the issue of, and advocating for, the human rights of women, LGBTQIA2S+ individuals and minoritised ethnic persons
in Poland with the relevant chair of your caucus on these issues.

We are counting on you to represent my concerns - as well as the concerns of many other Canadians - about the threats to, and the
violations of, human rights in Poland.

Please stand with us Canadians, and please stand with the women, LGBTQIA2S+ individuals and minoritised ethnic persons in Poland.

Sincerely,

[Enter your Full Name
Address
City, Province Postal Code Here]
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